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Gold prices are below their 200-day moving average, which is falling (not pictured at $1482.60).  
Generally speaking, in technical analysis that statement defines a market in a long-term 
downtrend.  Prices have had a $255 rally from their multi-year low made in June 2013 at 
$1179.40 basis spot month Comex.  Consequently, the monthly 14-period stochastic oscillator, 
shown on the monthly continuation chart below (left inset) has flattened at "oversold" levels albeit 
not at the extreme readings that were associated with the 1999 – 2001 price bottom.  Because 
we consider the monthly stochastic to be a good indicator of the general long-term trend 
backdrop, our thoughts about the gold market at this time include the prospect of an intermediate-
to-long-term bottom being in the making.  Evidence of that is still scant and this report’s scope is 
on short-to-intermediate-term developments – specifically price structure and swing relationships 
that have developed since the June low.  Those factors may eventually contribute to a long-term 
bottoming process but we will address that when conditions so dictate. 
 

 
 
Acknowledging the momentum conditions that imply a potential price bottom in the wake of the 
June 2013 low, this report will look at the two technical scenarios that we think are most probable.  
The first reflects the fact that, per our introductory sentence above, prices are in a long-term 
downtrend.  The implications of that are resumed price weakness and a test of the June 2013 
low.  In that scenario a new price low below $1179.40 is probable.  The second considers the 
conditions that favor a renewed upside price recovery that would be part of an ongoing bottoming 
pattern.  Regarding that scenario, we want to stress two points.  First, current price structure 
presents a clear cut underlying price zone that, if violated, would nullify the upside scenario.  
Second, if the upside scenario is viable, then price structure to date implies that the next rally 
phase will be persistent and possibly dynamic. 
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The above Comex gold daily continuation chart shows an annotated wave count on the June – 
August 2013 rally.  In classic technical analysis the rally reflects a 3-swing, bear flag or A-B-C, 
countertrend move.  In Elliott wave theory the A-B-C pattern breaks down into an A-swing having 
5 subswings (shown i-v), a B-swing having 3 subswings (not shown) and a C-swing having 5 
subswings (shown i-v); an inverted zig-zag.  The large swings that comprise the overall rally 
pattern are confined to a parallel channel. 
 
We have also shown Fibonacci retracement levels relative to the May – June 2013 down move 
from point-Y to point-Z (dark red dashed lines and annotation) and to the entire October 2012 – 
June 2013 down move from point-0 to point-Z (bright red dashed lines and annotation).  Our 
application of wave analysis considers Fibonacci retracements other than the more popularly 
used 38.2 and 61.8% retracements.  Specifically, we consider the 78.6% retracement mark to 
often define the maximum retracement that prices can make and still be within the confines of an 
overriding pattern or trend.  In this instance we note that the concluding downswing Y-Z has a 
78.6% retracement at $1421.30.  Although the June – August rally top was above that level at 
$1433.70, the high daily close on the move was $1417.20 and the high weekly close was 
$1396.20.  We are invoking some artistic license here but consider the rally to have stalled 
around 78.6%.  Measuring the entire 0 – Z decline yields a 38.2% retracement level at $1414.60.  
Again, the rally top was above that absolute level by almost $20 but that excess was not 
maintained.  Furthermore, following the rally top at point-C and a subsequent 3-day break there 
was an aborted bounce that stopped at $1416.10.  Since the bounce was followed by expanded 
range weakness it had the look of a failed test of the $1414.60 Fib level.  Thus, we think that 
market behavior is such to imply an intact downtrend or downtrend consolidation pattern that 
dates from a mid-April price low (point-W).   
 
In our experience, although we cannot cite academic references,  tight or rigid rally composition 
exemplified by the parallel channel and adherence to multiple Fibonacci retracement levels as 
above is more often associated with markets in downtrends rather than in uptrends.  However, 
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let’s take this example one step further and consider a purely subjective interpretation of the 
swings that have followed the mid-April low at point-W. 
 
The below daily continuation chart presents a potential complex downtrend consolidation pattern 
following point W.  First, a note of explanation:  while corrective and consolidative patterns are 
often straightforward and simple they also, depending on the degree of price move that is 
underway, can be very complex – consisting of 2 or more patterns mashed together.  Our 
interpretation of the daily continuation chart below considers the latter.   
 

 
 
In wave theory 3-swing patterns are usually flats, consisting of a 3-3-5 sequence, or zigzags, 
consisting of a 5-3-5 sequence as we have attributed above to the June-August rally.  However, 
sometimes a 3-swing pattern will be composed of two separate corrections that are bridged by 
what analysts call an X wave.  Thus, our interpretation shows an inverted flat sequence to the 
April high at point-A (shown a3-b3-c5), a 3-swing decline to the June low at point-B (shown as a3-
b3-c5) and then the rally to the August high at point-C (shown as a5-b3-c5).  The overall A-B-C 
pattern thus becomes a “double three” (a-b-c-X-a-b-c). 
 
The above interpretation is presently our best guess at what is going on in the gold market.  
Given the extent of the pattern, nearly four and a half months to point-C, if it is valid then we 
would expect to see renewed downside pressure that probably results in a low below point-B at 
$1179.40.  In that case our target zone that we developed in a July 13, 2013 report is $1155 – 
1144.  That report also mentioned a $1078 target that we considered unattainable.  However, 
given the size of the potential double-three pattern, we think that number should be given some 
consideration if prices begin to make a move at point-B.  We think that if prices weaken below the 
August 7, 2013 reaction low at $1271.30 (point b-3) our interpretation is correct and that the June 
low will be tested. 
 
Because of the potentially bottoming/bullish monthly (stochastic) momentum backdrop, can the 
gold market be bottoming out above $1179.40 and are prices, currently $1327, mostly immune to 
serious downside pressure?  In attempting to answer that let’s look at one more daily continuation 
chart, below, and specifically examine the wave structure of the June – August rally.  A basic 
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tenet of wave analysis is that in a primary up trending market, i.e. a market that is not 
experiencing a countertrend correction/consolidation, a completed wave sequence will consist of 
5 swings (1-2-3-4-5, with #1, 3, and 5 being up while #2 and 4 are down) and that there will be no 
“overlap” – where a corrective swing, e.g. #4 carries below the high of swing 3.  In that case, one 
might ask, “How about the June – August rally - instead of being 3-swings, a5, b3 and c5 - being 
swings 1, 2 and 3 of an evolving 5 wave move that is the start of a new sustained uptrend?”  That 
is a valid question, or was valid until price weakness on Thursday September 12, 2013 
overlapped the first swing high by printing a price below $1348.70.  See chart below. 
 

 
 
Given Thursday’s action, the only way that the advance from the June low at point-0 can be a 
primary move is if we apply a different wave count.  To wit, wave 1 shown and consisting of five 
subswings, topped at $1348.70 and wave 2, shown, bottomed at $1271.30.  The advance from 
point-2 consists of 5 subswings and now, if one is making a bull case from wave structure, it can 
only represent the first 5-subswing (i.e. leg 1) in a larger #3 wave.  Thus we have labeled the 
advance from point-2 as leg “3_1”.  In that context, price weakness from point-3_1 through Friday 
September 13, 2013 represents leg 3_2.  Note the illustrated retracements.  That in dark red is a 
78.6% Fib retracement of leg 3_1 (at $1306.10); that in magenta is a 50% (classical, non-Fib) 
retracement of the total distance from point-0 to the high at point-3_1 (at $1306.60).  The actual 
low on September 13 is $1304.30.  Price action on the thirteenth featured a new early low that 
was followed by a net higher Globex close that established a bottom reversal action in 
conjunction with 2 coincident retracement levels. 
 
If the advance from the June 28, 2013 low at $1179.40 is the early stage of a sustained uptrend 
condition, then our expectations are twofold:  first, any potential near-term weakness should not 
carry below point-2 at $1271.30; actually if the market is really technically good here, there should 
be little or no weakness below the September 13 bottom reversal low at $1304.30.  Second, a 
new rally that establishes leg 3_3 (shown as a dotted line projection) will have carrying potential 
above the point 3_1 high at $1433.70. 
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In summary, the overriding long-term trend in gold prices is still down – prices are below their 
200-day moving average and the average itself is declining.  Given that context, the broad lateral-
to-lower trading range that followed a mid-April 2013 low at $1179.40 represents a consolidation 
pattern whose completion implies a test of that low or further downtrend development below it.  
Because of the position of the monthly stochastic oscillator, flattening in "oversold" territory, we 
must consider the possibility that the broad price consolidation is part of an intermediate-to-long-
term bottoming action.  A June-August price rally has established an underlying benchmark at 
$1271.30.  As long as prices hold above that level the bottoming/bullish scenario has validity.   
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Note:  Some price points in the inactive front month Comex futures may have been extrapolated from prices in the first 
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hours.  Closing Comex values generally approximate the Globex close at 5:15 PM ET. 
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